Sari de la Motte is a nationally recognized
presentation coach, speaker, and trial
consultant. She has trained extensively with an
internationally recognized authority in
nonverbal communication and is an expert in
nonverbal intelligence.

What Lawyers are Saying:
Law school teaches lawyers to think, but not
communicate. Sari teaches you to communicate.
She is fantastic at helping you simplify and deliver
your message in a manner that is authentic,
understandable and comfortable for both you and
your audience.
- John Coletti, Inner Circle Member
Trial attorneys are trained by some of the best in
the field on what to say. Sari, however, is the best
at training trial attorneys on how to say it.
-Tom D'Amore, Attorney

Sari speaks to audiences of a few dozen
people to audiences of over a thousand. A
sought-after keynote speaker, Sari is often
asked to headline conferences across the
United States. Sari also works with high-profile
speakers in her Portland office, helping them
to hone their messaging and fine-tune their
nonverbal delivery.
Sari has spoken for, and works with, several
members of the Inner Circle of Advocates, an
invitation-only group consisting of the top 100
trial attorneys in the United States. She’s a
featured columnist for Oregon Trial Lawyer’s
Magazine, Sidebar, and has also written for
Washington State Association of Justice,
Oregon Criminal Defense Attorney, and other
legal publications. She provides CLEs for
various state association of justices around the
country. Because of her unique ability to help
attorneys communicate their real selves, she
has been dubbed "The Attorney Whisperer."

Popular Programs
Hanging on Every Word: How to Hit Your Presentation Out of the Park
Show Up and Stand Out: Four Essential Steps to Increase Your Personal Presence
We're Not Gonna Take It: Communication Techniques for Bad-Ass Women
What the Jury Won't Tell You: How to Win Them Over & Win the Case
Conquer Voir Dire Once and For All: Nonverbal Techniques for a Winning Voir Dire
Turn Up the Volume: Presentation Skills for a Compelling Opening Statement
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